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engagements, I listened to addresses on ethical questions, given at
the South Place Ethical Society in Finsbury, by Dr. Moncure
Conway and his successor. Dr. Stanton Coit, who had been
associated with the late Dr. Felix Adler and the Society for Ethical
Culture, in New York. I also attended the Sunday morning
lectures, given under the auspices of the newly-formed West
London Ethical Society, at the Princes Hall in Piccadilly, and in
the summer of 1898 I met Dr. Coit at the house of my friend,
Mr. Sydney Gimson of Leicester, when I discussed with him the
principles on which the Ethical Societies were founded and, as
as he was then endeavouring to establish additional societies in
London and the provinces, he asked me to accept a salary of ^150
a year for three years as a lecturer and organizer in the Ethical
movement. The proposal was entirely congenial to me, and I
therefore arranged to terminate, as soon as convenient, my work
as Hutchinson Trust lecturer to the Fabian Society; but before
I had completed the courses of lectures upon which I was
then engaged, my health gave way, and they had suddenly to be
abandoned.
There then began for me a depressing and prolonged period of
nervous exhaustion and insomnia, from which I never entirely
recovered. I did, however, after months of comparative helpless-
ness, slowly regain sufficient nervous strength for moderate, but
not excessive, labour; and I owed this improvement in health to
the care and generously-given time of my friend, the late Dr.
Gustav Edholm; and to him and his able assistant, Mr. Kinnellj I
was indebted, for the most part, for the recovery of my working
powers. The physical treatment of disease was far less respected
thirty years ago than it is to-day; but thousands of patients who
have experienced the benefits of the Swedish Kellgren method in
the expert hands of Dr. Edholm, Dr. Swanberg, and others who
have practised it, will be glad to know that worthy successors will
carry on their work.
As a temporary respite from committees and public meetings I
went to France, where I stayed for about two months with friends
at Neuilly-sur-Seine, one of the most attractive suburbs of Paris.
I was too nervously strained to read or write, but I visited the
galleries and museums, and I observed at close quarters many
aspects of French life. Owing to the famous Fashoda incident
which had occurred a short time previously, the political relation-
ships existing between England and France were at that time very

